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A glimpse at the beginning of a new
trilogy in the massive global gaming
franchise, featuring a stunning array
of concept art, character sketches and
much, much more. Halo 4 is the next
blockbuster installment in the iconic
franchise that shaped entertainment
history and defined a decade of gaming.
Set in the aftermath of Halo 3, it
marks the beginning of a new trilogy as
the Master Chief confronts an ancient
evil that threatens the fate of the
entire universe. Awakening: The Art of
Halo 4 will give gamers an in-depth
look behind the scenes at the creation
of the stunning worlds of Halo 4, with
commentary from the art director and
game designers throughout. Concept art,
character sketches, detailed
environments and an additional section
on the forthcoming multiplayer game
make this the definitive guide to 343
Industries' take on the Halo universe.
Journey alongside Nathan Drake once
again, as Naughty Dog and Dark Horse
Books team up to bring you this
comprehensive and breathtaking
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exploration into Uncharted 4: A Thief's
End! Numerous never-before-seen designs
and concept art accompanied by
commentary from the developers give you
behind-the-scenes access to the
creation of this gaming masterwork.
This beautiful oversized hardcover is a
must-have for any fan of the Uncharted
franchise and high quality video game
art. The Art of Unchartend 4 will be
released by Dark Horse simultaneoulsy
with the new game, Uncharted 4.
The crew of Another Road are back,
closer than ever to the biggest score
in the galaxy. . . if they can stay a
step ahead of the Justice Department
agents and Company men tracking them.
An engineer with a fondness for
weapons. A captain with no memory. An
obsessive genemodder who loves to
tinker. Meet the crew of Another Road.
Josune, Roystan, and Nika have escaped
the company thugs trying to kill them.
They've gotten a new spaceship to
replace The Road (after it was blown up
underneath them). And their new ship is
armed to the teeth with dangerous
weapons, courtesy of Josune. All that's
left to do before they head out to find
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the legendary lode of transurides is to
restore Roystan's memory. To do that,
they need to collect the genemod
machine Nika has ordered. But first,
they have to shake off the Justice
Department agent and the Companies
tracking them. It should be easy.
They've done it before. What could
possibly go wrong?
The official novel of Naughty Dog’s
award-winning videogame franchise! In
the ancient world there was a myth
about a king, a treasure, and a hellish
labyrinth. Now the doors to that hell
are open once again. Nathan Drake,
treasure hunter and risk taker, has
been called to New York City by the man
who taught him everything about the
“antiquities acquisition business.”
Victor Sullivan needs Drake’s help.
Sully’s old friend, a world-famous
archaeologist, has just been found
murdered in Manhattan. Dodging
assassins, Drake, Sully, and the dead
man’s daughter, Jada Hzujak, race from
New York to underground excavations in
Egypt and Greece. Their goal: to
unravel an ancient myth of alchemy,
look for three long-lost labyrinths,
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and find the astonishing discovery that
got Jada’s father killed. It appears
that a fourth labyrinth was built in
another land and another culture—and
within it lies a key to unmatched
wealth and power. An army of terrifying
lost warriors guards this underground
maze. So does a monster. And what lies
beyond—if Drake can live long enough to
reach it—is both a treasure and a
poison, a paradise and a hell. Welcome
to The Fourth Labyrinth.
Follow Ellie's profound and harrowing
journey of vengeance through an
exhaustive collection of original art
and intimate creator commentary in the
full-color hardcover volume: The Art of
The Last of Us Part II. Created in
collaboration between Dark Horse Books
and the developers at Naughty Dog, The
Art of The Last of Us Part II offers
extensive insights into the making of
the long-awaited sequel to the awardwinning The Last of Us.
The Art of God of War
The Great and Secret Show
The Art of Uncharted 4: A Thief's End
The Art of Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order
The Art Of Big Trouble In Little China
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100% complete guide to Uncharted 3. The Collector's
Edition comes in a hardcover featuring unique cover art
developed exclusively for this edition. Includes an
exclusive audio CD with 10 tracks from the Uncharted 3
official music score. Dedicated walkthrough provides
visual, step-by-step guidance through the adventure, tailormade for each game situation and supported by
commentaries and input direct from the Naughty Dog
team. Reference & Analysis chapter presents all gameplay
features: all Moves Lists, Weapons, Enemies, Treasures,
Trophies and Unlockables. A dedicated Multiplayer
chapter covers all MP features: Score & Customisation,
Advanced Tips, Competitive and Co-Op Maps. A guide
code reveals an exclusive Multiplayer Emblem, which can
then be used and edited by the player. An Extras chapter
covers all Hidden Scenes and Easter Eggs, play through
on Crushing Difficulty, story recap of the entire
Uncharted series, exclusive Behind-the-Scenes interviews
at Naughty Dog as well as an extensive Artwork Gallery
featuring a wealth of exclusive, official artwork. Carefully
designed to avoid unnecessary story spoilers.
Witness the concept and design behind the genre-defining
science fiction military action and drama with The Art of
Metal Gear Solid V! Chronicling the development of
Kojima Productions's magnum opus, and featuring
hundreds of pieces of never-before-seen art, this
beautifully assembled volume is an essential addition to
any gamer's collection. Dark Horse is proud to offer a
piece of gaming history with The Art of Metal Gear Solid
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V!
Shows the unseen art that helped make Uncharted 2:
Among Thieves the best game of the year.
Experience Lara Croft's defining moment as she becomes
the Tomb Raider. In Shadow of the Tomb Raider, Lara
must master a deadly jungle, overcome terrifying tombs,
and persevere through her darkest hour. As she races to
save the world from a Maya apocalypse, Lara will
ultimately be forged into the Tomb Raider she is destined
to be. The Shadow of The Tomb Raider Official Art
Book features exclusive concept art and developer
interviews detailing the climactic conclusion of Lara
Croft's origin story where she will experience her defining
moment in becoming the Tomb Raider. Game is due to
release on 9/14/18 across all major platforms
Naughty Dog Studios and Dark Horse proudly present
the essential companion to The Last of Us, a richly
detailed and compelling game set in a postpandemic
world where humans have become an endangered species.
Featuring concept art, character designs, and astonishing
settings and landscapes, The Art of The Last of Us
provides a unique look at one of the gaming world's most
eagerly anticipated titles. * A must-have companion to the
game. * Incredible full-color artwork! * The latest project
from Naughty Dog Studios. * The Last of Us swept the
top Game Critics awards at 2012's E3 conference.
The Art of Destiny 2
The Art of the Dragon Prince
The Art of the Uncharted Trilogy
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Drake's Journal
The Last Uncharted Sky
New Alternate History Fantasy series created
by New York Times best-selling author Kevin
J. Anderson and Sarah A. Hoyt. Arcane America
A new world. New magic. New history. After
Halley’s Comet was destroyed in a magical
battle in 1759, the backlash separated the
entire New World from the Old in an event
known as The Sundering. Now isolated from the
rest of the globe, America has become a very
different place, where magic works and
history has been changed forever. It is
1803—a new 1803. Young Meriwether Lewis,
footloose and intrigued, goes to hear a
lecture in St. Louis by the venerated old
wizard Benjamin Franklin. Franklin’s talk is
disrupted by the attack of a winged firebreathing beast, much like legends from
Lewis’s own Welsh heritage. In the aftermath,
Franklin tells the young man that he knows of
a great, growing evil that lurks in the
uncharted Arcane Territories west of the
Mississippi. Using his own vast fortune,
Franklin commissions Lewis and his own
talented partner William Clark to embark on a
remarkable voyage of exploration, to meet and
document the indigenous tribes, to find a
route all the way to the Pacific Ocean—and
perhaps beyond the magical veil to Europe
again—and to stop the growing evil that is
filling the American West. For while the
Sundering separated the rest of the world and
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granted the original colonists unexpected
magical gifts, sorcery inspired by native
legends has also been ignited. And the Arcane
Territories may hold unparalleled dangers for
the expedition, both natural and magical.
Accompanied by the brilliant shape-shifting
sorceress Sacajawea, Lewis and Clark set off
on an unparalleled adventure across a
landscape that no European has ever seen. At
the publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
About Kevin J. Anderson: "Anderson delivers
action, engaging characters and credible
fantastic worlds in spades . . . not to be
missed."—Publishers Weekly "Wickedly funny,
deviously twisted and enormously
satisfying."—Jonathan Maberry "Anderson has
become the literary equivalent of Quentin
Tarantino in the fantasy adventure
genre."—The Daily Rotation "Prepare to be
entertained." —Charlaine Harris “Delivers
solid action and will certainly
satisfy.”—Booklist on The Winds of Dune About
Sarah A. Hoyt: “[Three Musketeers creator]
Alexandre Dumas would give [Sarah A. Hoyt] a
thumbs up.” —Steve Forbes “[F]anciful and
charming.” —Library Journal "First-rate space
opera with a moral lesson. You won't be
disappointed."—Glenn Reynolds,
Instapundit.com “[A] tour de force: logical,
built from assumptions with no contradictions
. . . gripping.” —Jerry Pournelle
“Exceptional, wonderful, and enormously
entertaining.” —Booklist
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From actress and activist Evanna Lynch comes
a raw and compelling memoir about navigating
the path between fears and dreams. Evanna
Lynch’s casting as Luna Lovegood in the Harry
Potter films is a tale that grew to almost
mythic proportions—a legend of how she faced
disordered eating as a young girl, found
solace in a beloved book series, and later
landed the part of her favorite character.
But that is not the whole story. Even after
recovery, there remains a conflict at her
core: a bitter struggle between the pursuit
of perfection and the desire to fearlessly
embrace her creative side. Revealing a
startlingly accomplished voice, Lynch delves
into the heart of her relationship with her
body. As she takes the reader through a
personal journey of leaving behind the safety
of girlhood, Lynch explores the pivotal
choices that ultimately led her down the path
of creativity and toward acceptance of the
wild, sensual, and unpredictable reality of
womanhood. Honest, electrifying, and
inspiring, this is a story of the battle
between self-destruction and creation, of
giving up the preoccupation with perfection
in favor of our uncharted dreams—and how the
simple choice to create is the most
liberating action a person can take.
The Art of Destiny 2 is the definitive
collection for the game’s stunning art and
design. The Art of Destiny 2 is a celebration
of the dynamic art and visual style that fans
have come to love about Destiny. Featuring
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hundreds of pieces of concept art, the book
covers everything from early sketches and
illustrations of characters to paintings of
sweeping vistas the designers used to help
shape the in-game worlds. Each step of the
process is meticulously detailed, from
building in-game cinematics to crafting the
complex universe. With exclusive, neverbefore-seen imagery, developer commentary,
and more, The Art of Destiny 2 is a must-have
for Guardians everywhere.
Adventure alongside Nathan Drake, as Dark
Horse Books and Naughty Dog team up to bring
you this breathtaking, comprehensive
exploration into the Uncharted saga!
Encompassing Drake's Fortune, Among Thieves,
and Drake's Deception, this epic volume
offers a look at hundreds of never-beforeseen designs and pieces of concept art from
the creation of one of the most exciting game
series of this generation, along with
insightful commentary from the games'
creators! Don't miss out on this opportunity
to own a piece of Uncharted history!
In the little town of Palomo Grove, two great
armies are amassing; forces shaped from the
hearts and souls of America. In this New York
Times bestseller, Barker unveils one of the
most ambitious imaginative landscapes in
modern fiction, creating a new vocabulary for
the age-old battle between good and evil.
Carrying its readers from the first stirring
of consciousness to a vision of the end of
the world, The Great and Secret Show is a
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breathtaking journey in the company of a
master storyteller.
The Art of Battlefield 1
The Art of Naughty Dog
The World of the Witcher
The Vorrh
Book 3 of The Risen Kingdoms

A hardcover tome that authentically
recreates Atreus' journal as seen in God of
War, with expanded lore written in
collaboration with the God of War writing
team! The hit game is brought to life in a
tangible and exciting new way as readers are
invited to plumb the lore of God of War
through the eyes of Kratos' son, Atreus. This
hardcover volume chronicles Atreus and
Kratos' journey through the fabled Nine
Realms, from the Wildwoods of Midgard to
the mountains of Jötunheim and beyond. In
addition to the record of their mythic journey,
this wonderous collection also includes a
bestiary that was assembled during those
travels, intimate dossiers of the characters
that inhabit the masterfully crafted universe,
and much more! Dark Horse Books and Santa
Monica Studios present God of War: Lore and
Legends. This lovingly produced edition is a
must own item for any fan of God of War.
Nineteen years ago, a parasitic fungal
outbreak killed the majority of the world's
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population, forcing survivors into a handful of
quarantine zones. Thirteen-year-old Ellie has
grown up in this violent, postpandemic world,
and her disrespect for the military authority
running her boarding school earns her new
enemies, a new friend in fellow rebel Riley,
and her first trip into the outside world. * The
official lead-in to the game from Faith Erin
Hicks (The Adventures of Superhero Girl) and
Naughty Dog's Neil Druckmann!
A masterfully designed hardcover collecting
over 200 pages of art and commentary from
the creators of the brutal and thrilling Days
Gone! Set in the beautiful and rugged
landscape of the Pacific Northwest high
desert, a global pandemic has wreaked havoc
on everyone and everything in sight. Now,
former outlaw biker turned bounty hunter
Deacon St. John must fight for survival
against all odds. Witness the creation of
Deacon's epic adventure with The Art of Days
Gone! From Dark Horse Books and Bend
Studio (Syphon Filter, Resistance:
Retribution, Uncharted: Golden Abyss), The
Art of Days Gone takes an unflinching look at
the lovingly detailed production of this
hugely anticipated game, featuring hundreds
of pieces of concept art and exclusive
commentary directly from the team who
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created it!
Aaron Ehasz won a Peabody Award for his
work as head writer and co-executive
producer of Avatar: the Last Airbender, and
was part of the Emmy-award winning writing
team of Futurama. Most recently, he was
creative director at Riot Games where he
worked on League of Legends as well as
projects in development. He earned his MBA
at Stanford, and undergrad degree from
Harvard. Justin Richmond was a Research and
Development Producer leading the team
creating one of Riot Games' next big projects.
Before that, Justin was the Game Director on
the Uncharted franchise at Naughty Dog.
Uncharted is one of Sony's most iconic and
beloved game franchises with over 25 million
units sold as well as 13 DICE Awards and 4
BAFTA's. His Game Direction work on
Uncharted 3 earned him a nomination for the
DICE Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Game Direction. Justin has a B.S. in Film from
Boston University and a degree in 3D
Animation from Vancouver Film School.
The official novelization of the hotly
anticipated Uncharted, the new movie
featuring Tom Holland and Mark Wahlberg
adapting the bestselling video game series.
FORTUNE FAVORS THE BOLD Nathan Drake
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has always been obsessed with treasure, and
with the places out there that you can’t find
on any map. They aren’t gone, just lost.
When Victor “Sully” Sullivan approaches Nate
with a clue that could lead them to “the
greatest treasure never found,” the two
embark on an epic adventure that spans the
globe. Together, they must track down the
missing fortune…and possibly find Nate’s
long-lost brother along the way. Uncharted:
The Official Movie Novelization tells the
origin story of Nathan Drake, inspired by the
best-selling video game series UNCHARTED.
Stars Beyond
The Art of Anthem Limited Edition
Awakening: The Art of Halo 4
The Opposite of Butterfly Hunting
Dungeons and Dragons Art and Arcana
Collect the thrilling art of Uncharted with this exciting new
poster collection. Featuring a striking selection of forty
removable posters, this collection contains full-color art of the
characters, environments, and key scenes from the bestselling Uncharted franchise. With incredible images of fortune
hunter Nathan Drake as he navigates territories around the
world, embarks on high-stakes expeditions, and faces
relentless enemies, this poster book will take fans back to the
immersive world of Uncharted.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Discover Thrawn’s
origins within the Chiss Ascendancy in the first book in an
epic new Star Wars trilogy from bestselling author Timothy
Zahn. Beyond the edge of the galaxy lies the Unknown
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Regions: chaotic, uncharted, and near impassable, with
hidden secrets and dangers in equal measure. And nestled
within its swirling chaos is the Ascendancy, home to the
enigmatic Chiss and the Nine Ruling Families that lead them.
The peace of the Ascendancy, a beacon of calm and stability,
is shattered after a daring attack on the Chiss capital that
leaves no trace of the enemy. Baffled, the Ascendancy
dispatches one of its brightest young military officers to root
out the unseen assailants. A recruit born of no title, but
adopted into the powerful family of the Mitth and given the
name Thrawn. With the might of the Expansionary Fleet at his
back, and the aid of his comrade Admiral Ar’alani, answers
begin to fall into place. But as Thrawn’s first command
probes deeper into the vast stretch of space his people call
the Chaos, he realizes that the mission he has been given is
not what it seems. And the threat to the Ascendancy is only
just beginning.
25th ANNIVERSARY EDITION • An epic novel of the
violence and depravity that attended America's westward
expansion, Blood Meridian brilliantly subverts the conventions
of the Western novel and the mythology of the Wild
West—from the bestselling, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of
The Road Based on historical events that took place on the
Texas-Mexico border in the 1850s, it traces the fortunes of
the Kid, a fourteen-year-old Tennesseean who stumbles into
the nightmarish world where Indians are being murdered and
the market for their scalps is thriving.
As the Great War wages, heretofore inconceivable engines of
destruction shake the ground and pierce the sky. Cavalries
charge across the smoky landscape, legions of riders and
beasts locked in a fierce new form of combat. This is the war
to end wars. This is Battlefield. Dark Horse Books is proud to
present The Art of Battlefield, collecting hundreds of pieces of
art chronicling the production of EA DICE's latest entry in the
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iconic first-person action series. Visit the scenes of the historyshaping conflicts of World War I and examine the gear of
some the 20th century's most intimidating soldiers. This is a
volume that will thrill gamers in a stylish package that
collectors will adore. This official Art Book for EA DICE's
Battlefield contains: • An intimate look into EA DICE's new
Battlefield opus! • The Battlefield franchise travels back in
time to World War I! • Featuring Hundreds of never-beforeseen art!
In a novel that combines history and fantasy, the author
explores the Vorrh, a vast forest at the edge of Essenwald, a
colonial city in a parallel Africa. Original.
The Art of the Last of Us Part II
The Art of Metal Gear Solid V
Video Game Compendium
A Novel
Uncharted: The Fourth Labyrinth

Inside the making of Uncharted 3 by Nolan North, aka (Drake)
Featuring intricate concept art and exclusive, high quality
stills, sketches and renders detailing the game's production,
Rise of the Tomb Raider: The Official Art Book is an essential
purchase for fans of the franchise. From Lara's survival tools
to the wild animals she encounters in the harsh environment,
this in-depth, all-access book offers gamers a look into the
visual dexterity of Rise of the Tomb Raider.
Covering Drake's Fortune, Among Thieves and Drake's
Deception, an ultimate guide to the Uncharted saga showcases
hundreds of never-before-seen designs and pieces of concept
art from the exciting game series, along with insightful
commentary from the games' creators.
The Three Musketeers meets Jules Verne in Curtis Craddock's
The Last Uncharted Sky, the concluding novel in the criticallyPage 16/23
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acclaimed high fantasy Risen Kingdoms series, an engrossing
tale of courtly intrigue and breathtaking magic. Isabelle and
Jean-Claude undertake an airship expedition to recover a
fabled treasure and claim a hitherto undiscovered craton for
l'Empire Celeste. But Isabelle, as a result from a previous
attack that tried to subsume her body and soul, suffers from
increasingly disturbing and disruptive hallucinations. Disasters
are compounded when the ship is sabotaged by an enemy
agent, and Jean-Claude is separated from the expedition. In a
race against time, Isabelle must figure out how to ward off her
ailment before it destroys her and reunite with Jean-Claude to
seek the fabled treasure as ancient secrets and a royal
conspiracy threaten to undo the entire realm. “A gripping tale
of a woman who refuses to be defined by her physical and
magical limitations, thwarting both assassins and all who see
her as a pawn. A great read!”—#1 New York Times bestselling
author Brandon Sanderson, on An Alchemy of Masques and
Mirrors The Risen Kingdoms series #1 An Alchemy of
Masques and Mirrors #2 A Labyrinth of Scions and Sorcery #3
The Last Uncharted Sky At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Dive deep into the world of monster hunters, as the prominent
characters from the universe take you on a guided tour of the
fascinating dark fantasy adventure that is The Witcher. This
gorgeous, illustrated hardbound volume contains in-depth
knowledge about the locales, the deadly beasts that inhabit
them, and the lethal weapons used to put them down.
The Poster Collection
The Art of Uncharted 2: Among Thieves
God of War: Lore and Legends
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Shadow of the Tomb Raider The Official Art Book
Rise of the Tomb Raider: The Official Art Book
Hundreds of pieces of art with commentary detailing the
creation of BioWare's groundbreaking epic in an expertly
designed hardcover volume! This limited edition features :
• Die-cut clamshell case • Gallery-quality art print •
Exclusive cover • Metallic-printed and embossed
miniature replica of an ancient Fort Tarsis mural! From
the studio behind the hit franchises Dragon Age and
Mass Effect comes the thrilling world of Anthem. Dark
Horse Books and BioWare are proud to present The Art
of Anthem, showcasing the grandeur and beauty of this
dangerous new world.
The official behind-the-scenes book of concept,
production, and post-production art for Star Wars: The
Rise of Skywalker. Go inside the creative process behind
the most anticipated film of the century. The latest trilogy
in the Star Wars film series brings the Skywalker Saga to
a close and The Art of Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
will take readers into the creative process behind
visualizing the epic worlds, creatures, characters,
costumes, weapons, and vehicles of the landmark
conclusion more than 40 years in the making.
The sparks are flying in this fast-paced romantic
suspense featuring: Forced proximity Competence kink
galore Survival romance A chillingly brilliant foe And
scorching, brain-melting heat despite the freezing Alaska
setting Stranded together in a frozen wilderness, there's
nowhere left to run... Hotshot pilot Leo Eddowes is afraid
of nothing and no one. So when she's asked to evacuate
a man from the wilds of Alaska, she doesn't hesitate. But
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with enemies in close pursuit and the weather turning
sour, what should have been a simple mission quickly
shifts to disaster. And there's only one way out. When
Elias Thorne disappeared, he was America's most
wanted. Now he's spent more than a decade in one of the
most remote places on earth, guarding a dangerous
secret. Leo's arrival, quickly followed by a team of expert
hunters, leaves him no choice but to join forces with
her—and run. Neither is prepared for their reluctant
partnership to flare into something as wild and untamed
as the frozen world around them...but as desperately cold
days melt into scorchingly hot nights, Leo and Elias must
learn to dig deep, trust in each other, and forge a bond as
strong as the forces of nature. Praise for Whiteout:
"Scorching hot."—LORI FOSTER, New York Times
Bestselling Author "Twisted intrigue and sizzling
passion."—REBECCA ZANETTI, New York Times
Bestselling Author "Heart and heat abound!"—MOLLY
O'KEEFE, USA Today Bestselling Author "Fiercely
enjoyable."—TONI ANDERSON, New York Times and
USA Today Bestselling Author "Exhilarating. I couldn't put
it down!"—KATEE ROBERT, New York Times
Bestselling Author "What a thrill ride!"—KATIE RUGGLE,
Award-winning Author "Adriana Anders is a
master."—MARIA VALE, Award-winning Author
A quest for the legendary 'Amber Room' launches Nathan
Drake on a journey to the center of the earth. As enemies
from Sir Francis Drake's past come for revenge on his
descendant, Drake must use all the skills at his disposal
to say on step ahead of the game!
"The 30th anniversary festivities for John Carpenter's cult
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classic continue with 'The official art of Big Trouble in
Little China,' a companion to 'The official making of Big
Trouble in Little China.' A celebration of not just the art
created for the film, this book also features official artwork
inspired by Jack Burton's adventure"--Back cove
Uncharted (GN)
The Tragedy and The Glory of Growing Up; A Memoir
The Last of Us: American Dreams
A Visual History

An illustrated guide to the history and
evolution of the beloved role-playing
game told through the paintings,
sketches, illustrations, and visual
ephemera behind its creation, growth,
and continued popularity. From one of
the most iconic game brands in the
world, this official DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS illustrated history provides an
unprecedented look at the visual
evolution of the brand, showing its
continued influence on the worlds of pop
culture and fantasy. Inside the book,
you'll find more than seven hundred
pieces of artwork--from each edition of
the core role-playing books,
supplements, and adventures; as well as
Forgotten Realms and Dragonlance
novels; decades of Dragon and Dungeon
magazines; and classic advertisements
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and merchandise; plus never-beforeseen sketches, large-format canvases,
rare photographs, one-of-a-kind drafts,
and more from the now-famous
designers and artists associated with
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS. The superstar
author team gained unparalleled access
to the archives of Wizards of the Coast
and the personal collections of top
collectors, as well as the designers and
illustrators who created the distinctive
characters, concepts, and visuals that
have defined fantasy art and gameplay
for generations. This is the most
comprehensive collection of D&D
imagery ever assembled, making this the
ultimate collectible for the game's
millions of fans around the world.
It is a new beginning for Kratos. Living
as a man, outside the shadow of the
gods, he seeks solitude in the unfamiliar
lands of Norse mythology. With new
purpose and his son at his side, Kratos
must fight for survival as powerful forces
threaten to disrupt the new life he has
created. The volume is an intimate
chronicle of the years-long odyssey to
bring Kratos and Atreus's beautiful and
brutal world to life. Step into Midgard
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and explore beyond, as Dark Horse
Books and Santa Monica Studio proudly
present the quintessential companion to
the enormously anticipated God of War.
This is a document unlike any other that
sets readers on an exhaustive behindthe-scenes journey to witness the
creation of an epic of tremendous scale.
The Art of the Uncharted TrilogyDark
Horse Comics
"Crash Bandicoot. Jak and Daxter.
Uncharted. The Last of Us. One studio
has been responsible for the most iconic
video game experiences of this
generation. Now, Dark Horse Books
invites you on a thirty-year retrospective
tour, observing Naughty Dog's ascension
to its place as one of the most influential
production studios in the
world!"--Publisher's website.
"This coffee table book traces the
development of the first three games in
the successful Uncharted franchise by
presenting production art from each
game, along with commentary by the
studio"-- Provided by publisher.
Uncharted: The Official Movie
Novelization
The Art of Star Wars: the Rise of
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Skywalker
Uncharted 3: Drake's Deception - the
Complete Official Guide - Collector's
Edition
The Art of The Last of Us
Or the Evening Redness in the West
A full-color oversized hardcover volume that captures
the development of the newest canonical and
interactive addition to the Star Wars universe. A
galaxy-spanning adventure awaits in Star Wars Jedi:
Fallen Order, the new action-adventure videogame
from Respawn Entertainment. Explore the artistic
creation of Cal Kestis's quest to rebuild the Jedi Order
as he learns the ways of the Force, travels to exotic
worlds, and battles tyrannical foes. With detailed
concept art of all-new characters, exciting weapons
and equipment, and locales both familiar and new,
this tome offers a behind-the-scenes look at the
production of a hit game--all accompanied by intimate
artists' commentary that reveals how this incredible
universe is brought together. Dark Horse Books,
Lucasfilm Limited, and Respawn Entertainment are
honored to present The Art of Star Wars Jedi: Fallen
Order, guiding readers on Cal's odyssey. This uniquely
designed work is sure to thrill dedicated Jedi acolytes
and gamers alike.
Uncharted
Blood Meridian
The Art of Days Gone
Inside the Making of Uncharted 3
Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy (Book I: Chaos Rising)
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